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1. Introduction
1.1 Focus
Burgled! is a third-person, multiplayer, team-based modification for Unreal
Tournament 2004. This game combines the environmental interactions of an
action platformer with Unreal’s assault gameplay mode to create a unique
experience for players.

1.2 High Concept
International Crime Spree to Strike City
Capstone City Police alerted the public
today of an impending crisis. According
to their sources, an international gang of
thieves has targeted the city for a crime
spree. “These thieves pick a city each
year where they meet”, said Police Chief
Roy Johnson. “From past evidence, they
come together for a few days, pull off a
series of daring robberies and leave.
We don’t know why for sure, but our
forensic psychologist believes it may be
nothing more than a social experience. A
sort of annual convention.” The police
are urging citizens to be on the lookout
for suspicious individuals or activities
and report them immediately. In the
meantime, expect to see an increase in
police patrols over the next few days.
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In Burgled!, players choose to be either a Cop or a Robber. Robbers must
navigate through the business, residential, and industrial sections of modern day,
Capstone City, stealing several marked items. Cops must prevent the Robbers
from stealing these items until the level’s timer runs out. Gameplay revolves
around each team’s unique set of tools and how players use them to affect the
environment and disrupt the other team’s actions.

Figure 1: Brain mugshot

2. Gameplay Mechanics

2.1 General Overview
A typical game begins with two teams of four players. Each team starts the
game in a neutral location at either end of the map. For Cops, this is their police
station. Robbers spawn at their hideout. Robbers know the location of all their
objectives from the start, which they can complete in any order. The Cops know
what the objectives are but have no idea in what order the Robbers will choose to
complete them. Both sides have a minimap, displayed in the upper-right corner
of their HUD, to help them complete their objectives. The Robbers’ minimap
displays the location of the remaining objectives. The Cops’ minimap gives
periodic updates on the general location of Robbers.
When a Robber steals an item, he must deliver it to the Fence at one of two
pawn shops in the map to receive credit for the theft. If a Cop arrests him before
reaches the Fence, he goes to jail and the loot resets at its original location.
Players begin the round with their team’s standard tools. In addition, they also
acquire special and limited use items located throughout the level. These items
are unique to each team and are unusable by the other. Robbers use their tools
to avoid detection and outmaneuver the Cops. They start the game with three
flash-bang grenades, a sap for close range fighting, suction cups that they use to
Shenanigans Softworks
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scale certain surfaces, and limited-use spring shoes. They can also find a oneuse invisibility powerup. Cops use their tools to disrupt, stun, and capture the
Robbers. They start the round with handcuffs, a stun gun, two concussion
grenades, and a police radio. During the game, they can find a bean-bag gun
which allows them to shoot farther and additional concussion grenades. Each
teams’ tools are detailed in Section 5.
Each level has four main types of environment challenges: jumping challenges,
such as gaps between buildings; frictionless surfaces, such as ice; involuntary
movement mechanisms, such as conveyor belts and wind; and triggers, such as
light switches. These hazards and triggers create a challenging and dynamic
environment and force both teams to use their tools effectively. Furthermore,
different paths to an objective present the player with different types of
environmental hazards, so players choose their routes based on which hazard
they are best at dealing with. Players use various triggers to avoid, harm, or
capture their enemies. This is particularly useful for Robbers, whose offensive
options are very limited.

2.2 Victory Conditions
2.2.1 Robbers’ Conditions
Robbers win the round by finding and stealing all of their objectives before the
time limit expires. To steal an objective, a Robber needs to be in close proximity
to it for three seconds. He must then successfully deliver the loot to one of the
two Fences in the level. Objectives are scattered around the map at equal
distances from each other, and Robbers must use teamwork to distract and
outwit the Cops long enough to get them all.

2.2.2 Cops’ Conditions
Cops win the round in one of two ways. They win if all the Robbers are in jail at
any time or if they prevent the Robbers from stealing and delivering their
objectives until time expires. This team also uses teamwork as well as good
strategy to trap the Robbers and arrest them. Each round usually has a 10
minute timer.

Shenanigans Softworks
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Figure 2: Action Jackson

2.3 Jail
Each map has a police station which is usually located near one of the edges.
When a Cop arrests a Robber, he goes to the jail for 45 seconds. At the end of
this time, he respawns at a random location near the jail. Robbers can break
their teammates out early by traveling to the police station and tripping a switch
(e.g. turning off the main power supply). If an environmental hazard “fatally”
injures a Robber, he is also arrested and sent to jail.

2.4 Fences
There are two pawn shops in each map that are located opposite from each
other on the sides of the map not taken up by either the police station or hospital.
In order to receive credit for a theft, Robbers need to take their loot to one of
these shops and deliver it to the Fence. If a Cop arrests a Robber before he
reaches the Fence, the Cop confiscates the loot and returns it to the owner.

2.5 Combat
Shenanigans Softworks
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Combat in Burgled! is bloodless and takes a humorous approach. The guns
used by the Cops stun Robbers making them easier to catch and arrest.
Robbers mostly use their tools to avoid the Cops, but they also have a small
number of flash-bang grenades that blind and disorient Cops. As a last-ditch
item, Robbers can use their sap to knock a Cop unconscious. To use a tool, the
player selects it by pressing the appropriate number key or rolling the middle
mouse button until the desired tool is highlighted. Tools that require aiming
display a reticule onscreen that is controlled using the mouse. In addition, both
teams use the environment against their opponents. For instance, a Robber
might turn a valve that releases a jet of steam across the alley behind them
preventing the Cops from chasing him that way. A Cop might use the same
tactic to cut off a Robber’s line of retreat.
Players do not actually die. For this reason, players never see health displayed
onscreen. If a Cop comes in contact with a Robber while wielding handcuffs, he
automatically arrests him. The Robber goes to jail for 45 seconds and then
respawns near the police station. Similarly, if a Robber hits a Cop with his sap,
the Cop after a short period of time in the hospital area. Environmental
interactions may also incapacitate a player. Falling more than two stories is one
such example. Another example is a player trying to force his way through a
steam-filled alley. Incapacitated Cops respawn at the designated hospital area,
and incapacitated Robbers are arrested and sent to jail.

2.6 Movement and Camera
Players move through the game using keyboard and mouse controls. Forward,
backward, strafe left, and strafe right use the standard “W”, “A”, “S”, “D”
commands familiar to PC game players. Movement speed is constant with no
ramp up to full speed. During this time, the player cannot move as effectively.
Players can jump by pressing the space bar, crouch using “C”, and walk by
pressing the shift key. When players walk, they make less noise. In addition,
several movement mechanics allow players to take advantage of Burgled!’s
environment.
Ladders
Burgled! uses ladders extensively to facilitate vertical movement. These
can take the form of fire escapes, access ladders, and construction
scaffolding. They are the primary way for both teams to get on roofs and
explore alternate paths to the objectives. Some ladders require a player
to reach a trigger before they can be used. For instance, a Robber sees a
fire escape but the bottom ladder is too far off the ground. Another
Robber who is already on the roof climbs down and lowers the ladder for
him.
Suction Cups (Robbers Only)

Shenanigans Softworks
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Suction cups operate similar to ladders. However, only certain surfaces,
such as smooth glass, are climbable. Robbers use these to gain access
to some places faster but are very vulnerable to the bean bag gun and
concussion grenades knocking them off.
In Burgled!, the camera is always in a third person perspective. It sits behind and
a little above the player’s head. Players look around by moving the mouse. This
also causes the player character to turn in that direction. When a tool is
equipped that requires aiming, the mouse changes function to control the aiming
reticule.

Figure 3: Roxy in infiltrator guise

2.7 Controls
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Figure 4: Control Layout
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3. Game World
3.1 Game World Overview
Burgled! takes place in the fictional world of Capstone City (pop 833,796). The
city has the same general look of modern, Great Lakes cities such as Detroit or
Chicago. Old, brick buildings crowd alongside modern office complexes, strip
malls, and residential neighborhoods.
In this playground, the Robbers scale walls, jump from roof to roof, and sneak
through construction sites pursued by the vigilant Cops. The winter weather is
both friend and foe as frozen surfaces, long falls, treacherous rooftop winds, and
hazardous industrial equipment injure both teams impartially.

3.2 Game Maps
3.2.1 Map 1: Slippery When Wet
Slippery When Wet is a 6 to 8 player map designed around frictionless surfaces.
The map’s setting is an up-scale residential area surrounding an outdoor iceskating rink. The Robbers’ objectives are: the vault at a nearby bank, an
exquisite necklace in the locker room of the ice rink, and an Egyptian artifact from
a condominium.

3.2.2 Map 2: ChemCo
ChemCo is a 4 to 8 player map set in a chemical distillation center that focuses
on rooftop jumping and death pits, in the form of open chemical vats. It also uses
the other environmental hazards that give Burgled! its unique gameplay. In
ChemCo, players can move between buildings by reaching the lower ground and
entering through doorways, by jumping onto other roofs, by using ladders and fire
escape stairs, or by walking across construction beams, planks of wood, and
other objects. The Robbers’ objectives are inside and on top of buildings.

3.2.3 Map 3: Factored
Factored puts the players into the heart of Capstone’s industrial zone.
Involuntary movement mechanisms, such as conveyor belts, pumps, and steam
vents, give the level its uniqueness. The factory complex takes players into four

sections: the assembly line, the pumping station, the shipping depot, and the
administration office. Each section contains an objective the Robbers need to
steal that is fitting for that section. Each objective is accessible by at least two
paths, one path being accessible completely without tools and one path
accessible with tools. The paths with no tools often include using triggers in the
environment to change direction of the conveyor belts or the pattern of the
pumps. Most of the level, including all of the objectives, takes place on the inside
of the complex. However, a small courtyard area offers other routes to different
sections other than the hallways.

3.3 Architectural Style
Burgled!’s architectural style is similar to that of other Great Lake cities. Some
areas still retain the old city feel with two story brick building that house shops on
the first floor and apartments on the second. Even in these neighborhoods,
modern strip malls and office complexes have entered. Buildings are spaced
close together in an effort to use all available real estate. These areas are
predominately brick and concrete with the more modern structures having large
windows and sleeker lines.
Capstone City is also a center for industry. Huge factory complexes and
industrial areas dot the landscape. The architecture here is utilitarian and
reminiscent of the steel and automobile factories. Buildings are more run down
by use and industrial contaminates. Concrete and steel are the main materials.
Capstone City also has modern residential areas. Some of these are scattered
throughout the city, while others are grouped together in friendly suburbs.

3.4 Materials Used
For a full list of materials, see Appendix A: Asset List.

3.5 Environment
While Capstone City is a major metropolis, players only see certain parts of it.
Levels focus around zones close to, but not inside, the downtown area. Players
can see skyscrapers off in the distance, but never explore them. The three main
areas portrayed are industrial, business, and residential. These areas overlap as
the city has slowly built itself up over many decades. The levels are set in a
winter climate.

3.6 Mood
Capstone City is a modern, American city that has grown up, gradually, over the
last century. Many of the older, brick buildings still exist but share the
neighborhood with modern structures of concrete and steel. The slightly run
down factory complexes show the fading of the blue collar districts, while upscale
condos point towards the gentrification of the city.

3.7 Emotion
Players’ emotions are somewhat dependent on what team they are on. Robbers
depend on stealth, and spend the game looking over their shoulders for pursuit
and wondering where each noise comes from. Cops are much more aggressive.
They don’t have as much to fear from the Robbers and spend the game actively
being hunters.

3.8 Pacing
Burgled! is a fast paced game. Robbers only have 10 minutes to find and steal
all their objectives. They must find a way to move both quickly and cautiously.
Too many arrests, and they will not be able to complete all of their objectives in
time. The crunch for the Cops team comes in two places. The first is at the start
of the round when they are scrambling to catch sight of the Robbers for the first
time. Later in the round, when the Robbers have captured most of their
objectives, the Cops must tighten their defenses on the last objectives and
desperately hold them off until time expires or go on the offensive and try to
arrest all the Robbers at once.

4. Game Characters
4.1 Cops

4.2 Robbers

5. Tools
5.1 Cops’ Tools
•
•
•
•
•

Bean Bag Gun
Stun Gun
Handcuffs
Concussion Grenade
Radar/Proximity Detector

Cops use their tools to disrupt, stun, and capture the Robbers. They start the
round with handcuffs, a stun gun, two concussion grenades, and a police radio.
During the game, they can find a bean-bag gun which allows them to shoot
farther, proximity detectors which they can place in areas for Robbers to trigger,
and additional concussion grenades.
We detail the following information fields for each weapon:
a) General description
b) Core functionality: what this tool actually does
c) Gameplay details: how this tool affects, creates, and adds to gameplay;
how the player acquires the tool; how it is to be balanced (its risks, etc.),
example situations for its use, etc.
d) Priority level: factors that determine priority level –is it core to our
gameplay? Is it easy or difficult to implement? Priority 1 through 4, 1 being
highest priority, 4 being lowest.
e) Implementation: what problems do we suspect we may run into while
attempting to implement this feature? What exists in the game already that
makes implementation possible, or even easy?
f) Alternative tool in case of insurmountable implementation problems: we
suggest an alternative tool that would play a similar gameplay role but
would not have the same implementation problems; to be used in case the
original tool does not work
g) Numbers: effect duration, radius of effect… any numerical details that are
relevant to properly design the tool. All the numerical details that the
programmers must enter (and tweak later) into UnrealEd to create the tool
as we have imagined it; this section will become more complete in TDD
and as game development gets under way
h) Graphics: what the tool should look like and its HUD representation, if any
i) Sound

5.1.1 Bean Bag Gun

Figure 5: Bean bag gun Concept Art
General Description
The primary long-range weapon for Cops is the bean bag gun (BBG). It looks
like a grenade launcher and fires a heavy projectile in an arc much like that of a
rocket-propelled grenade. Any Robber hit with this is knocked off course.
Core Functionality
The bean bag gun knocks Robbers out of the air and off of ladders.
Gameplay Details
Tool’s Gameplay Role
The BBG functions in direct opposition to Robbers’ most useful abilities. A
successful hit knocks Robbers out of a jump, off a ladder, or even off a roof if
they are close enough to the edge already.
How it is acquired
Cops do not begin with the BBG but find it in the environment.
Balance
The bean bag gun is the most powerful and versatile weapon in a Cop’s arsenal.
However, the bean bag gun is heavy, has a long reload time, and must be fired
with a high initial angle of trajectory in order travel a long distance. Because of
its weight Cops travel more slowly while actively carrying the BBG. The bean
bag gun is ineffective indoors unless used in conjunction with an environmental
hazard.
Priority
Priority 1: the bean bag gun is the quintessential weapon of the Cops arsenal. It
is their best offense against the Robbers agility.
Implementation
The bean bag gun is an enhancement of functionality already present within the
Unreal engine. As explained above, the Robber must react to the bean bag
projectile’s path. Rockets currently propel their target in a direction relative to
their fire position and impact angle. The implementation of the BBG may be
difficult to fine tune the effect of the projectile on its target.

Alternative
The purpose of the bean bag gun is to counteract the Robbers’ main strengths.
Any weapon that allows the Cops to force the Robbers into compromising
situations such as hurtling towards environmental hazards will suffice.
Numbers
Effect Duration: Instantaneous direction-of-velocity change
Rate of Fire: ~4 seconds, due to the Robbers inherent agility advantages over
the cops and the difficult of contacting a target the rate of fire is low
Range: ~60 yards, because of its slow projectile velocity and large mass the
Bean Bag Gun will be ineffective in excess of this range
Graphics
A cannon-like Bean Bag Gun held either above or below shoulder next to the
shooters side, to combat recoil. The projectile resembles a Kevlar bag
containing several heavy plastic balls.
Sound
The Bean Bag Gun sounds similar to the initial firing of a mortar or an air canon
that utilizes compressed air as a propellant.

5.1.2 Stun Gun

Figure 6: Stun gun Concept Art

General Description
The stun gun is an integral weapon in the Cops arsenal. It fires a short range
projectile that, on contact, sends a jolt of electricity through the person.
Core Functionality
Stuns a single Robber for a short period of time rendering him unable to move.

Gameplay Details
Tool’s Gameplay Role
Cops use the stun gun in close quarters as a deterrent for hostile suspects, and it
allows them to temporarily de-mobilize Robbers. If he is fast enough, the Cop
may then be able to handcuff and arrest the suspect.
How they are aquired
Cops start the game with this weapon.
Balance
This particular weapon is very light and allows the Cops to be more mobile while
in the field. The stun gun is useful in close quarters and it delays the Robbers’
progress for a short time span. However it has a comparatively long recharge
rate.
Priority
Priority 2: the stun gun is set to Priority 2 because it is less important than the
bean bag gun and anticipated to be a straight-forward implementation.
Implementation
Currently, in UT2k4, once a player fires the alternate mode for the Redeemer
they cannot move. This effect can be tied to the opposing player when they are
hit with the stun gun to simulate a stun.
Alternative
The primary function of the stun gun is to temporarily detain the Robber. This
effect can be achieved through any number of blunt objects should the stun gun
need to be reworked.
Numbers
Duration: 3 seconds, Robbers are stunned for 3 seconds to hinder their progress
without making them bored
Rate of Fire: 6 seconds, Cops cannot chain-stun.
Graphics
The stun gun is no different than an every-day stun gun that fires pins into a
ranged target. Robbers that twitch on the ground while stunned are also a
possibility because this is already present within the Unreal engine when a player
dies from the Lightning Gun.
Sound
The extremely gratifying sound of electricity as it arcs through the Robber’s body.

5.1.3 Handcuffs

Figure 7: Handcuffs Concept Art
General Description
Handcuffs are an extremely close range tool that the Cops use to arrest Robbers.
Note that handcuffs are the only tool that can actually make an arrest. All of the
other tools are designed to bring a Cop closer to using his handcuffs on a
suspect. When arrested, a Robber respawns at the Police Station after a short
period of time.
Core Functionality
When a Cop comes into contact with a Robber while wielding handcuffs, the
Robber is arrested and sent to jail.
Gameplay Details
Tool’s Gameplay Role
In order to use the handcuffs, Cops must be directly next to the Robber. The
Handcuffs delay the Robbers for an extended period of time because they
respawn back at the Police Station after being handcuffed.
How they are acquired
The Cops begin Burgled! with a pair handcuffs and they are used solely in
extreme close range conditions.
Balance
The handcuffs are very useful in close range conditions and they allow Cops to
detain the suspect for a greater amount of time than the Stun Gun allows. But
the Cop must first get that close.
Priority
Priority 3: the handcuffs allow the Cops to almost instantly respawn the Robbers.
They are a primary motivator for the Robbers to constantly stay on the move.
However, their implementation will not pose a problem and thus they have a
lower priority.
Implementation
The implementation of the handcuffs is similar to the stun gun. Since they are
implemented after the stun gun they are easier to create. However, the

animations required to handcuff a suspect may be challenging. This animation is
not integral to gameplay so it can be cut if needed.
Alternative
While there is nothing equivalent to the satisfying clicks of a pair of handcuffs,
any sort of equivalent binding device such as rope, cord, or zip ties, are an
alternative.
Numbers
Duration: Go to jail, do not pass Go, do not collect $200
Rate of Fire: 3 seconds. The arresting Officer must handcuff the perpetrator for 3
seconds without being hit.
Graphics
The graphics for the Handcuffs themselves are straight-forward but the
animations may be difficult should they be included.
Sound
Click, click, jail.

5.1.4 Concussion Grenade

Figure 8: Concussion Grenade and Detonator Art

General Description
Concussion grenades are small, sticky bombs that Cops place in the
environment. Once placed, Cops can trigger them remotely at any time with a
device he carries.

Core Functionality
The concussion grenade has a medium area of effect and sticks into place when
thrown onto the environment or a Robber. Anyone in this area of effect flies up
and out into the air.
Gameplay Details
Tool’s Gameplay Role
Cops are able to utilize concussion grenades at any range. However, at close
range the concussion grenade affects Robbers as well as the Cop that threw it.
The grenades themselves are a limited use item because of their inherent power
and usefulness.
How it is acquired
At the start of the game, the Cops receive two concussion grenades and may
pick up more within the environment.
Balance
Much like the bean bag gun, the concussion grenades are not as effective
indoors since they affect nearby Cops as well as Robbers. When pressed, the
detonator activates all concussion grenades that the player has placed.
Priority
Priority 2: concussion grenades affect players in a similar manner to the bean
bag gun. They are less central to gameplay than the bean bag gun, yet require
the implementation of an additional area of effect.
Implementation
Concussion grenades function much like the bean bag gun, only they affect a
larger area. Once the bean bag gun is implemented, the concussion grenades
should pose no problems initially. The second stage of implementation is to
allow the Cops to place concussion grenades on the environment and possibly
on the Robbers themselves. Currently, in UT2k4, grenades can be stuck to other
players and the Bio Rifle allows players to stick slime on walls.
Alternative
An alternative to the concussion grenade would be any kind of trap that becomes
easier to implement. The proximity detector described below could simply
explode when a Robber walks in its vicinity.
Graphics
The graphic is a standard concussion grenade, possibly of the sticky, futuristic
variety.
Sound
Detonated concussion grenades sound similar to hand grenades.

5.1.5 Radar/Proximity Detector

Figure 9: Proximity Detector-Top
General Description
The radar is an extremely important tool for the Cops. The Cops have a huge
advantage over the Robbers in that it is possible for all the Cops to know their
location if any Cop has line-of-sight on the Robber. While the Cops don’t know
the exact locations of the Robbers’ objectives, they can see where the Robbers
themselves are heading or where they are in mass provided they have line-ofsight on them. Even when the Cops do not have line of sight on a Robber, they
receive periodic updates on the Robbers’ general location via their Dispatcher.
The proximity detector extends the functionality of the Cops Radar. Cops stick a
proximity detector within a level in a place they believe the Robbers are headed.
Once a Robber trips the proximity detector, all Cops know the location of that
Robber without having to be in line-of-sight of him.
Core Functionality
The minimap on the Cops’ HUD displays the information with the location, or
possible location of the Robbers showing up as colored pings. The proximity
detector sends out an alert to all Cops when triggered by a Robber.
Gameplay Details
Tool’s Gameplay Role
Since the Cops do not know the order in which the Robbers will hit their
objectives, they need some way to find the other team and communicate that
information to the rest of their team. The radar enhances the Cops ability to
chase after the Robbers because even though they are less agile, they almost
always know the location of at least one Robber. Cops will not succeed if they sit
and wait at an objective because Robbers have multiple objectives and can
travel a great distance with more efficiency than the Cops.
How it is aquired
The minimap is built into each Cops’ HUD and is initialized at the start of play.
The proximity detector is a tool that the Cops can acquire within the environment.

Balance
Cops must have line-of-sight on a Robber in order to send the enemy’s location
out to the other Cops. If line of sight is lost, the ping immediately disappears. To
help them at other times, a Dispatcher periodically gives out the general location
of one or more of the Robbers. This also appears on the minimap as a ping, but
the information is less accurate
Priority
Priority 4: the radar is already functioning as Burgled! requires. The proximity
detector is not a necessary gameplay element; it only extends the functionality of
the Cops’ Radar.
Implementation
N/A
Alternative
N/A
Graphics
The graphics of the radar is that of a standard game of Onslaught in Unreal. The
graphic for the Proximity Detector is somewhat noticeable to the Robbers so they
have a chance at spotting it right before they run into it. A simple metal panel or
something as complicated as a laser trip wire would be sufficient.
Sound
Updates are given out as radio chatter to each Cop.

Figure 10: Burberry needs to lay off the
donuts

5.2 Robbers’ Tools
•
•
•
•
•

Flash-bang
Spring shoes
Suction cups
Stealth (or Invisibility)
Sap
We detail the following information fields for each weapon:
j) General description
k) Core functionality: what this tool actually does
l) Gameplay details: how this tool affects, creates, and adds to gameplay;
how the player acquires the tool; how it is to be balanced (its risks, etc.),
example situations for its use, etc.
m) Priority level: factors that determine priority level –is it core to our
gameplay? Is it easy or difficult to implement? Priority 1 through 4, 1 being
highest priority, 4 being lowest.
n) Implementation: what problems do we suspect we may run into while
attempting to implement this feature? What exists in the game already that
makes implementation possible, or even easy?
o) Alternative tool in case of insurmountable implementation problems: we
suggest an alternative tool that would play a similar gameplay role but
would not have the same implementation problems; to be used in case the
original tool does not work
p) Numbers: effect duration, radius of effect… any numerical details that are
relevant to properly design the tool. All the numerical details that the
programmers must enter (and tweak later) into UnrealEd to create the tool
as we have imagined it; this section will become more complete in TDD
and as game development gets under way
q) Graphics: what the tool should look like and its hud representation, if any
r) Sound

5.2.1 Flash-bang

Figure 11: Flash-bang concept art

General Description
The flash-bang is a hand grenade that stuns all those who are exposed to it. It
produces a loud noise that disturbs the fluid in the ear canal responsible for
balance, thus destabilizing those in its target radius and often causing them to
fall. It also produces a bright flash that causes temporary blindness.
Core Functionality
Area effect weapon that temporarily disables/stuns all opponents in its target
radius.
Gameplay Details
Tool’s Gameplay Role
The Robbers cannot go head-to-head with Cops, and must outmaneuver them to
be successful. There are times, however, when the Robbers may wish to get
through a chokepoint that is camped by a Cop. In these situations, a flash-bang
is extremely useful.
How it is acquired
Players on the Robber team start the game with a certain number of flash-bangs
and can acquire more in the map.
Balance
The player has a limited amount of flash-bangs and can be affected by it if he is
not careful. The flash-bang is a thrown weapon, which means its user must
carefully calculate its trajectory to hit a given area.
Priority
Priority 1. The flash-bang, or something with similar core functionality, is a high
priority because it is a good defensive tool that the Robbers must have in order to
compete with the Cops and their powerful weaponry.
Implementation
Third-person perspective may cause a problem with determining whether a
player is affected by the flash-bang, and why it should cause his entire screen
(which is not his own eyes) to turn white. The tool includes both a sound and a

visual component. Will it be possible to not be affected by one while being
affected by the other?
UT2k4 modders have created smoke grenades, whose only disadvantage was a
FPS drop. The flash-bang avoids that disadvantage and is otherwise
implementable.
Alternative
The sap is a melee alternative to the flash-bangs, although they are planned
more as a companion item.
Numbers
Effect duration: 3 seconds white blinding light, 5 seconds reduced speed.
Rate of fire: 6 seconds per throw
Range: Arc trajectory similar to alternate fire on standard UT2k4 assault rifle.
Radius: Any target within 10 meters of the detonation point – explosive radius is
similar to standard UT2k4 flak cannon’s alternate fire.
Graphics
A simple throwing animation for the flash-bang deployment. The HUD includes
the number of remaining flash-bangs as a bar underneath the flash-bang icon.
Sound
Standard flash-bang sound, as found in Counterstrike, Splinter Cell, and many
other games.

5.2.2 Spring Shoes

Figure 12: Spring Shoes Concept Art

General Description
Spring shoes give their user a jump boost, allowing them to cross wider gaps and
clear higher obstacles than they otherwise would.

Core Functionality
Spring shoes temporarily boost one’s jump height and distance.
Gameplay Details
Tool’s Gameplay Role
The Robbers’ tools primarily aid them in maneuvering through the environment
and evading the Cops. The spring shoes are the most important tool when it
comes to achieving this goal.
How it is acquired
Spring shoes are a starting item that comes with a limited number of uses. Extra
charges can be found in the environment, and their numbers are balanced so
that Robbers cannot use them all the time.
Balance
Their use is limited, and they make a lot of noise when used.
Priority
Priority 2. Spring shoes are important because the Robbers have superior
mobility and must have an easier time accessing alternate routes.
Implementation
There are alternate ways to give the player a jump boost in UT2k4, e.g. shield
jumping. Rocket boots were a functionality of UT2k3, and the ability to
implement them still exists in the newer version.
Alternative
As stated in the implementation section, the spring shoes are replaceable by any
item that satisfactorily gives the player a jump boost, whether it is essentially a
rocket jump, a pogo stick, etc.
Numbers
Effect duration: Limit by number of jumps, 1 jump per use
Jump modifier: 2x jump velocity
Graphics
No graphic implementation in world. An icon, on the player’s HUD, represents
the tool and shows the number of charges remaining as a bar.
Sound
Loud, unique mechanical spring sound that gives away the player location.

5.2.3 Suction cups

Figure 13: Suction Cups- Front and Side views
General Description
Suction cups allow their user to climb glass surfaces.
Core Functionality
Suction cups essentially allow players to interact with ladder volumes on certain
types of surfaces.
Gameplay Details
Tool’s Gameplay Role
Robbers can use suction cups to reach areas that would otherwise be impossible
to get to or that take a while to get to using a conventional method, e.g. stairs. In
this way, they give the Robbers a necessary maneuverability advantage over the
Cops.
How it is acquired
Players on the Robber team start the game with suction cups.
Balance
Scaling a surface using suction cups is a slow process – slower than climbing a
ladder. The advantage is that it is a shortcut and sometimes allows Robbers to
remain hidden.
Priority
Priority 2. Suction cups are important because they are another tool that allows
Robbers to reach areas that Cops cannot easily get to.
Implementation
They require an additional climbing animation, but are easy to implement on the
technical side as they use existing ladder volumes.
Alternative
Suction cups could be removed as a tool and the core scaling functionality could
be simply made a part of the map.

Numbers
Climb speed: 2/3 standard UT2k4 ladder-climbing speed
Graphics
An in-game animation very similar to a ladder-climb animation.
Sound
A series of quiet pops that only nearby Cops hear.

5.2.4 Stealth (or Invisibility tool/powerup)

Figure 14: Stealth Icon Concept

General Description
Stealth hides the player from targets unless they get close to him. To stealth, a
player must crouch, thus reducing his movement speed.
Core Functionality
Makes the player hard or impossible to see.
Gameplay Details
Tool’s Gameplay Role
Robbers have tools that grant them superior mobility and maneuverability, but
they also require a tool that primarily helps them evade detection.
How it is acquired
The invisibility powerup is a once-per-level tool that the Robbers find through
exploration.
Balance
Reduces movement speed. Cops see them more easily as they get closer.
Priority
Priority 3. This has been set to medium priority because the alternative tool
(invisibility) is already in the game. However, if we feel that we must implement
stealth rather than invisibility, the tool’s priority must rise because it is more core
to the gameplay and is harder to implement.

Implementation
No difficulties if invisibility is implemented. To implement stealth, it requires a
crouch animation, and the detection radius features must be defined.
Alternative
Invisibility is the fall-back plan.

Numbers
Duration: Stealth lasts while the player is crouched and is not been affected by
any weapons/devices/etc.
Graphics
A crouch animation and a translucent character model for stealth mode.
Sound
A soft wind-like sound played when one goes into stealth mode that only the
affected player can hear.

5.2.5 Sap

Figure 15: Bolas Concept Art

General Description
The sap is a handheld melee weapon used as a last-ditch defensive tool.
Core Functionality
They knock the target senseless sending him to the hospital
Gameplay Details
Tool’s Gameplay Role
Saps are the Robbers’ equivalent to the Cops’ handcuffs. They are less effective
than handcuffs mainly because the Cops have longer range weapons, such as
the stun gun, that can drop a Robber before he gets that close.

How it is acquired
Robbers start the game with a sap.
Balance
Extremely short range, single target, and less effective than the Cop equivalent
tool: the handcuff.
Priority
Priority 1. Saps are currently set to high priority because the Robbers need
something to prevent Cops from camping objectives as well as give them an
offensive option.
Implementation
Saps operate similar to Unreal’s shield gun and should pose no implementation
problems from a programming standpoint.
Alternative
None at this time
Numbers
Effect duration: Instant “death”. Causes Cops to respawn at hospital
Rate of fire: 3 seconds per swing and recovery.
Range: Extremely short range. Robbers must come into direct contact.
Graphics
A small, club-like object with a spring-mounted weight at the end.
Sound
A “whoosh” sound for the Robber, and a satisfying “thunk” for impact.

Figure 16: Montoya gets an APB

6. UI/ HUD
6.1 Menu System
The menus for Burgled are an integration of the menus provided with Unreal
Tournament 2004 and menu created specifically for Burgled!.
Main Menu
Join Game – Players search the internet and join games currently hosted by
other players
Host Game – Players choose a default or custom map to host over the internet or
via LAN for other players to join.
Tutorial- A short video that instructs new players on how to play the gametype.
Community – Players have many options here for news, playing mods, watching
movies, and viewing demos.
Settings – Allows the player to change video and audio settings and create a
character.
Credits – Brings up the credits for all the people who worked on Burgled!.
Exit – Quits the Program
In Game Menus
Loading/Splash Screen – Introduces the mod, Burgled!
Map Selection – Choose which map to play.
Team Selection – choose between Cop or Robber, if one team is full they will be
notified that they will be player the opposite team.
Players can exit to the main menu by pressing the Esc Key.

Figure 17: Menu Layout and Flow

6.2 HUD
The Heads Up Display (HUD) is made of four parts: radar, timer, objectives
remaining, and item selection.
Radar– Radar severs as a mini map for the player to know where they are in the
game world and where then should be heading. Radar has two different ways it
functions depending on which team the player chooses. The Cops are notified
the location of the Robbers only when they have crossed a radar diction zone or
when the Robbers have obtained an objective.
Timer– Once the map starts the time starts counting down from 10 minutes. This
is the length of all maps in Burgled!.
Objectives Remaining- The number of objectives remaining appears in the topcenter of the HUD. A small, highlighted box represents each objective. When an
objective is completed, its box goes dark.

Item Selection- There are several tools and items used in Burgled!. The item
selection bar allows for players to choose the most appropriate tool for the
current situation.

Figure 18: HUD Concept

7. Game World Objects
7.1 Sound Effects
Many of the sounds Burgled! uses for movement are standard to UT2k4.
Additionally, this game adds custom sounds for the tools as well as custom, prerecorded vocal phrases for both teams. The table below summarizes the sounds
used:
Sounds
File
Type

Asset Name
Character-All
Movement-Stone
Movement-Dirt
Movement-Metal
Movement-Gravel
Movement-Wood
Movement-Grass
Movement-Snow
Movement-Ice
Movement-Water
Jump Land

OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG

Default Unreal sound for movement on stone
Default Unreal sound for movement on dirt
Default Unreal sound for movement on metal
Default Unreal sound for movement on gravel
Default Unreal sound for movement on wood
Default Unreal sound for movement on grass
Default Unreal sound for movement on snow
Default Unreal sound for movement on ice
Default Unreal sound for movement on water
Default Unreal sound for landing from a jump

Jumping-All
Male Jump
Female Jump

OGG
OGG

Default Unreal sound for human male jump
Default Unreal sound for human female jump

Hurt-All
Male Hurt
Female Hurt

OGG
OGG

Default Unreal sound for human male injury
Default Unreal sound for human female injury

Character-Cop
Halt!
Arrest

OGG
OGG

Broadcast to over radio when Robber spotted
Spoken when Cop arrests Robber

Character-Robber
Busted!

OGG

Spoken when Robber arrested

OGG
OGG
OGG

Metallic click when handcuffs are used
Electric crackle of stun gun firing
Heavy "whumph" of compressed air

OGG

Loud explosion similar to a hand grenade

OGG

Double click of detenator being pressed

Tools-Cops
Handcuffs
StunGun
BBG
Concussion
Grenade
Concussion
Detonator

Description

Proximity Set
Proximity Triggered
Tools-Robbers
Flash Bang
Spring Shoes
Suction Cups
Sap
Invisibility
Environment
Steam
Fire
Water Drip
Wind

OGG
OGG

Double beep of proximity detector arming
Siren alarm of proximity detector triggered

OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG

Sharp crack of flash bang detonating
Comic "sproing" sound
Soft "popping" sounds synchronized to climb
“Whoosh” for animated swing
Soft wind sound audible only to affected Robber

OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG

Indoor Ambience

OGG

Outdoor Ambience

OGG

Hissing steam from a pipe
Various fire sounds from small to large
Water dripping from a surface
Wind on various surfaces
Various indoor ambient sounds (electrical,
mechanical, etc)
Various outdoor ambient sounds (traffic,
electrical, mechanical, nature, etc)

In-Game Sounds
Stolen!
Got it!
APB
Time Remaining
Cops Win
Robbers Win

OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG

Police Dispatcher alerts of an item stolen
Robbers informing each other of theft
Various alerts issued by Dispatcher for Cops
Time warning at 2 minutes, 1 minute, 30 seconds
Broadcast when Cops win a round
Broadcast when Robbers win a round

Menu
Cursor Movement
Selection
Bad Selection

OGG
OGG
OGG

Default Unreal sound for cursor movement
Default Unreal sound for menu selection
Default Unreal sound for faulty menu selection

7.2 Music
Each level has its own unique music that fits the level’s theme. Each map’s
designer is responsible for their map’s music.
Music
Asset Name
Level01 Music
Level02 Music
Level03 Music
Win Music
Lose Music

File Type
OOG
OOG
OOG
OOG
OOG

Description
In game music for level 1
In game music for level 2
In game music for level 3
Music for the winning team
Music for the losing team

7.3 Textures
Many of the texture assets needed for Burgled! are shared across multiple levels.
These include base textures (wood, brick, concrete, metal, stone, snow, ice) as
well as shared static mesh textures. The textures listed below are variants of the
general, base textures and unique textures needed for each level.
Level 1:
Slippery When
Wet
Brick
Ice
Marble
Rugs
Concrete
Wood
Street
Asphalt
Window
Snow

TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA

Stone
Walls
Floors
Ceilings
Trim

TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA

Tiling red brick texture for bank
Ice texture for skating rink
Tiling marble base and marble tile for bank
Rug texture for the penthouse
Base concrete texture
Base wood texture
Tiling street texture
Asphalt texture for building roof
Glass texture for building windows
Base snow terrain texture
Light colored stone for outdoor building
architecture
Various wall textures for inside buildings
Various floor textures for inside buildings
Various ceiling textures for inside buildings
Various trim textures for building architecture

TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA

Chemical pit's surface texture
Brick
Rusted metal
Metal
Warehouse wall texture
Concrete
Wood
Asphalt for rooftops and ground loading areas
Window used as visual
Ice surface for frictionless
Fallen snow
Overcast skybox used for whole map

Level 2:
ChemCo
Chemical
Brick
Rusted Metal
Metal
Warehouse Wall
Concrete
Wood
Asphalt
Windows
Ice
Snow
Skybox

Level 3:
Factored
Brick
Grass
Floor
Walls
Ceilings
Objectives
Rails
Steam Vents
Pumps

TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA

Machinery
Ladder

TGA
TGA

Tillable brick texture for outside of factory
Outdoor grass texture
Various floor textures
Various wall textures
Various ceiling textures
Textures for the 4 objectives meshes
Texture for the railing mesh
Metal and grating texture for steam vent mesh
Texture for the pump meshes
Unwrap textures for the various machinery
meshes
Texture for the ladder mesh
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Figure a-1 Character Lineup
The character lineup graphically shows the size comparison for each of the
models used in the game. Their height and weight differences allow for quick
identification at a glance. Organized here as police, tallest to shortest, then
robbers, tallest to shortest.

Characters
The style rules used for creating the characters are documented here for the
necessity of changing existing models, creating new ones, and documenting the
thought process used.
All characters have a specific theme in mind when they are created, and this
defines their appearance and how that appearance relates to the other
characters. The most common categories are strength and speed, with
characters designed to show their leaning to one extreme or the other, with some
expectations using a balance. In all cases, the human figure is exaggerated to fit
our chosen style, with the specific exaggeration defined by their category.
Strong characters are larger with more emphasis on the upper body, and in some
cases reducing the size of their lower body to increase the differential gap and
increase the appearance of strength.
Faster characters are thinner, though not necessarily smaller, and have features
more in line with normal people, but exaggerated some to the other extreme of
being abnormally thin and lithe.

Despite the difference in appearance, all characters still move at a fixed rate for
the sake of game play, but the personality of each character is reflected in their
physical appearance.

Cops

Figure a-2 McBain
Commander McBain is the driving force behind the police team. He is slightly
taller and larger than average, with the balance leaning towards strength.

Figure a-3 Jackson
Tactical Officer Jackson is the police side munitions expert, formerly of the ATF.
His design leans heavily towards strength, and he is the tallest police officer.

Figure a-4 Montoya
Detective Montoya is the detective, and thusly the brains of the outfit. Her design
is slightly shifting towards speed, her overall design being well balanced.

Figure a-5 Burberry
Officer Burberry is a desk-filler. His physical design is based around poor eating
habits and a lack of exercise, common to those who spend years behind a desk.

Robbers

Figure a-6 Brain
The “Brains” of the outfit, Brain is the leader of the robbers. His design leans
heavily towards strength, and his physical height is imposing at around 7 feet.

Figure a-7 Roxy
Roxy adds the necessary feminine touch to the team of robbers. Her design
leans towards speed, and her height is notably greater than average for females.

Figure a-8 Roger the Ninja
Roger is someone who is ninja-esque, because if he was a real ninja no one
would see him. His design is intentionally “average” due to average being harder
to remember, thus favoring stealth.

Figure a-9 Robby
Robby the robber is young and inexperienced, but he is fleet of foot. His design is
heavily leaning towards speed, with his height topping in well under 6 feet.

Weapons
Police
The Bean Bag Gun, or “Flexible
Baton” gun, has tremendous
stopping power… and pretty good
blunt force trauma power, too.

The TAZER pistol fires two
electrodes, which when striking a
person, complete a circuit and
administer portable electro-shock
therapy, but without any sort of
therapeutic functionality. These
electrodes remain attached to the
gun so its range is very limited.

Concussion grenades fitted with a
delayed detonator allow for dropping
and firing later.

Standard handcuffs, keeps the good
mobile and the bad far less mobile.

Proximity detectors are placed and
will alert the person who placed it if
someone enters the vicinity of the
device.

Robbers

A Flash Bang is a device used to
distract, or to cause momentarily
blindness and confusion.

The Sap is used to beat Cops
senseless.

Suction cups are used to climb
surfaces which would otherwise
prove too steep or slick.

Pick Ups
-

Robbers

Invisibility is a pickup item, available
only to the Robber side.

Spring shoes allow for traversing gaps,
getting out of pits, and the like.

HUD
The Heads Up Display is different for either side.
-

Police

-

Robbers

Fonts
The font for the games interface: Default Unreal Menu Font
a-z 1-0
The font for the games chat window: Default Unreal Chat Font
a-z 1-0

Appendix B: Technical Design
Document

Technical Design Document
1. Goals
1.1 Spawning / Arrest System
The player death and spawning system will be altered for both the Cops and
Robbers to support the arrest system.
a. Cops: When a Cop is incapacitated by environmental hazards, he will
always respawn at the Hospital spawn point on the map.
b. Robbers: When a Cop uses the handcuffs on a Robber or the Robber
is incapacitated he will respawn at the Police Station spawn point on the
map.

1.2 Cop Tool Set
The Cops will have the following selection of tools, which only Cops can pick up
or use.
a. Bean Bag Gun: Fires long range projectiles that apply a significant
force to the Robber when he is hit by it, knocking them around.
b. Stun Gun: Fires a short range projectile that on contact stuns a
Robber for a brief period of time.
c. Handcuffs: Melee ranged weapon that a Cop uses to arrest a Robber,
causing them to respawn at the Police Station.
d. Concussion Grenade Launcher: This weapon releases a small sticky
bomb that a Cop can place anywhere on the environment. Once placed a
Cop can trigger them remotely using the alternate fire causing an
explosion that exerts an extreme amount of force to anyone caught in its
path, causing them to fly off in all directions.

1.3 Robber Tool Set
The Robbers will have the following selection of tools which only they will start
with or be able to pick up to use.

a. Flash-bang: This is an area effect weapon that is thrown by the
Robbers that disrupts the vision of all caught in its explosion radius for a
brief period.
b. Spring Shoes: When used these cause the Robber to jump higher
and farther than normal. Each use will expand a charge.
c. Suction Cups: When used the Robbers will be able to climb a special
type of ladder volume that will only be usable by the Robbers.
d. Sap: This is a melee weapon used to “kill” Cops.
e. Stealth: When used by the Robber this will provide them with partial
invisibility for a brief time. This can only be used for a limited duration.

1.4 3rd Person Camera
The player camera will be positioned in the 3rd person perspective while playing
the game.
a. This will be our main camera angle, even for shooting.
b. When a projectile weapon is equipped by either the Cop or Robber, an
aiming reticule will be displayed on the screen to help players aim.
c. The camera viewing direction will shift up, down, left, and right with
mouse movement to allow for aiming in all directions.

1.5 Game Mode
A new game mode will be created to support the gameplay of Burgled!
a. Robbers will need to complete a certain number of objectives per map
by collecting a certain number of objectives placed on the map.
b. Once a Robber acquires an objective it remains acquired for the
duration of the game.
c. If all the objectives are acquired on the map within 10 minutes the
Robbers are declared the winner. If time expires, the Cops are declared
the winner.

1.6 HUD
The HUD consists of four major parts: the radar, timer, objectives remaining, and
item selection.
a. The Radar will serve as a mini map showing each player where they
are in the game world. For the Cops this radar will ping the location of a
Robber if they cross into a radar diction volume on the map or when an
objective has been obtained. For the Robbers, the radar will display the
objectives.
b. The Timer will display a countdown from 10 minutes from the start of
the game during which the Robbers must complete their objectives.
c. The number of objectives remaining will appear on the top center of the
screen for all players
d. The item selection bar will be similar to that of Unreal and be displayed
in the bottom of the screen.

1.7 Falling
a. When a player falls from a great distance they will be stunned
temporarily for a length based on the distance that they fell.

2. Design
Burgled! is a mod of Unreal Tournament 2004 and thus will be built by extending
from the base architecture of Unreal. These modifications will occur by
extending the base classes of the Unreal to add new functionality to the game.
The major areas described above will all require extensions of various parts of
the code base of Unreal.

2.1 Spawning / Arrest System
The player death and spawning system will by modifying the player spawn code
as well as the game mode rules. The classes that will be extended from and
used to achieve these effects are as follows:

a. DeathMatch.uc
b. GameRules.uc
c. XPlayer.uc
d. XPawn.uc

2.2 Cop and Robbers Tool Set
The implementation of weapons for both of the Cops and Robbers will require
extending the core weapon classes of Unreal. This will also require extending
the player classes of Unreal to differentiate between Cops and Robbers. These
classes are as followed:
a. Weapon.uc
b. WeaponAttachment.uc
c. WeaponFire.uc
d. WeaponPickup.uc
e. Ammo.uc
f. AmmoPickup.uc
g. Projectile.uc
h. XPawn.uc
i. XPlayer.uc

2.3 3rd Person Camera
To change the game camera to force a 3rd person perspective the following class
will need to be extended:
a. XPlayer.uc

2.4 Game Mode
To change the game mode and to create new objective objects the following
classes will need to be extended:
a. DeathMatch.uc
b. GameObject.uc

2.5 HUD

To implement a new HUD the following classes will be used to create and
determine the information to display:
a. HUD.uc
b. Inventory.uc

2.6 Falling
To implement these additional features the following classes will need to be
extended:
a. XPlayer.uc
b. XPawn.uc

3 Development Standards
3.1 Naming Conventions
The following naming conventions are used throughout the duration of the
project:
Textures
Static Meshes
Sounds
Music
Models
Animations
Scripts
Maps

SS_tex_<packagename>.utx
SS_mesh_<packagename>.usx
SS_sfx_<packagename>.uax
SS_music_<trackname>.ogg
SS_model_<modelname>.max
SS_anim_<packagename>.ukx
SS_script_<scriptname>.uc
SS_map_<mapname>.ut2

3.2 Source Control
Throughout the course of the project, SourceSafe will be used to handle source
control throughout the project cycle. This will allow us to control changes made
to the code base and other assets so that someone else will not overwrite one
person’s changes to the code and to have a common, secure place in which all
the code and assets will be kept.

B1: Classes flowchart 1

B2: Classes flowchart 2

4 Risk Assesment

Tech Asset
Tools

Description

Challenge

Bean Bag Gun

Shoots a long range projectile that knocks
the target around but does no damage

Stun Gun

Short range weapon that stuns the target

Behaves like a rocket
launcher but does no
damage and no
explosion
Creating the Stun
effect

Hand Cuffs

Melee tool that arrests a robber when
used

Concussion
Gernades

Placable gernade that explodes when
alternate fire is used

Flash-bang
Spring Shoes
Suction Cups
Bolas
Stealth

Causing a Respawn

Throwable explosive that disrupts the
vision of all targets in its radius
Causes the user to jump higher and
farther than nromal
Allows the user to climb in certain areas
Medium range projectile that stuns the
target
Limited use item that makes the player
invisible for a short time slowing there
movement

Risk

Crit Point

Low

2d

Low

2d

Low

2d

Low

2d

Med

3d

Low

2d

High

4d

Low

2d

Alternative

Respawn could be caused
by killing the player under
the hood
Refer to gernade launcher
already implemented in
Unreal
Look at the Unreal
Community for examples, or
drop from game
Use spring shoes instead in
places were suction cups
would be used

Game Rules

Arrest System

When arrested Robbers respawn at the
Police Station

Causing Respawn
without killing the
player

Med

4d

Implement by killing the
player under the hood

Incapacitation
System

When players are incapcitated by
enviromental hazards, they respawn at
the appropriate place

Causing Respawn
without killing the
player

Med

2d

Implement by killing the
player under the hood

Robber Objectives

Objects places in the game world as the
objectives for the Robbers

Game Time Limit

10 minute time limit for game duration

Ledge Grabbing

Allow players to grab ledges when the
barely miss a jump

Stunning

Creating new objective
driven game objects
Causing Cops to
always win on game
end
Determining when it is
appropriate to grab a
ledge and modifying
the player state

When a player falls a certain distance or
is attacked by a stunning weapon, stun
the player

Med

4d

Low

2d

High

3d

Med

3d

High

3d

Low

2d

Low

2d

Low

2d

Use something more similar
to capture the flag
Refer to Unreal examples
Use ladder volumes to
simulate ledge grabbing in
key places in the game
world

HUD

Cop Radar
Robber Radar
Timer
3rd Person Camera

Display a minmap radar showing pings
when objective is stolen or robber enters
certain areas
Display a minmap radar showing the
location of the objectives

Creating radar,
establishing areas that
cause ping for Cops

Displaying the time remaining

Minimal
Altering Unreal 3rd
Person so up and
down aiming can occur

Forcing the game perspective to 3rd
person all the time

Implement without
displaying mini map
Implement without
displaying mini map
Look at other examples in
Unreal Code
Look at Unreal Code and
Community examples for
help

Appendix C: Asset List

Static Meshes

Asset Name
Character Meshes
Brain
Robby
Roger
Roxy
Jackson
Burberry
McBain
Montoya

File
Type

Description

File Name

MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX

Mesh for Robber "Brain"
Mesh for Robber "Robby"
Mesh for Robber "Roger"
Mesh for Robber "Roxy
Mesh for Cop "Jackson"
Mesh for Cop "Burberry"
Mesh for Cop "McBain"
Mesh for Cop "Montoya"

SS_model_Brain.usx
SS_model_Robby.usx
SS_model_Roger.usx
SS_model_Roxy.usx
SS_model_Jackson.usx
SS_model_Burberry.usx
SS_model_McBain.usx
SS_model_Montoya.usx

MAX
MAX
MAX

Mesh for the Cops' handcuffs
Mesh for the Cops' stun gun
Mesh for the Cops' bean bag gun

SS_model_Handcuff.usx
SS_model_StunGun.usx
SS_model_Bbg.usx

MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX

Mesh for the Cops' concussion grenades
Mesh for the Cops' concussion detonator
Mesh for the Cops' proximity detector
Mesh for the Robbers' flash bang grenades
Mesh for the Robbers' spring shoes
Mesh for the Robbers' suction cups
Mesh for the Robber's bolas

SS_model_ConGren.usx
SS_model_ConDet.usx
SS_model_ProxDet.usx
SS_model_FlashBang.usx
SS_model_SpringSh.usx
SS_model_Suction.usx
SS_model_Bolas.usx

Ammo Meshes
Bean Bags
Spring Shoes
Invisibility

MAX
MAX
MAX

Mesh for bean bag gun ammo pickup
Mesh for spring shoes recharge pickup
Mesh for invisibility pickup

SS_model_BbgAmmo.usx
SS_model_SpringAmmo.usx
SS_model_InvisAmmo.usx

Level Meshes
Slippery When
Wet
Tree
Car
Light Pole
Fence
Railing
Indoor Light
Locker
Indoor Bench
Outdoor Bench
Outside Light
Ladder
Bush
Bank Trim
Building Trim
Vase
Potted Plant

MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX

Outdoor tree used throughout the level
Stock car used for level decoration
Outdoor street light
High fence used to close off map
Knee high railing surrounding the rink
Several indoor light fixtures used in the bank
Lockers inside the ice rink building
Bench inside the rink building
Bench outside the rink and on the street
Light Outside, on bank walls
Ladder used throughout the level
Bushes used throughout the level
Various trim for the bank architecture
Various trim for the Twin Buildings architecture
Vase for the inside of the penthouse
Potted plant inside the penthouse

SS_mesh_SWW_tree001.usx
SS_mesh_SWW_car001.usx
SS_mesh_SWW_lightpole001.usx
SS_mesh_SWW_fence001.usx
SS_mesh_SWW_railing001.usx
SS_mesh_SWW_indoorlight001.usx
SS_mesh_SWW_locker001.usx
SS_mesh_SWW_indoorbench001.usx
SS_mesh_SWW_outbench001.usx
SS_mesh_SWW_outdoorlight001.usx
SS_mesh_SWW_ladder001.usx
SS_mesh_SWW_bush001.usx
SS_mesh_SWW_banktrim001.usx
SS_mesh_SWW_buildingtrim001.usx
SS_mesh_SWW_vase001.usx
SS_mesh_SWW_potttedplant001.usx

Tool Meshes
Handcuffs
Stun Gun
Bean Bag Gun
Concussion
Grenade
Detonator
Proximity Detector
Flash Bang
Spring Shoes
Suction Cups
Bolas

Furniture
Pillars

MAX
MAX

General furniture inside the penthouse
Marble pillars for inside of bank

SS_mesh_SWW_furniture001.usx
SS_mesh_SWW_pillars001.usx

ChemCo
Stairs
Fire escape
Grated catwalk
Window
Door
Double Door
Crane
Conveyor Belt
Crusher
Chainlink fence
Metal Beam
Wood Beam
Indoor Light
Outdoor Light
Small Pipe
Medium Pipe

MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX

Stairs used everywhere
Fire escape stairs used on side of buildings
Grated catwalks used on side of buildings
Open windows used on buildings
Door used everywhere
Double door used in main entrances
Crane used purely as visual
Conveyor belt used in southern building
Crushers used on path of conveyor belt
Chain fence used on ground; surrounds the map
Metal beam used in construction areas
Wood beam used in construction areas
Indoor light fixture
Outdoor powerful light
Small pipe
Medium pipe

SS_mesh_CC_stairs.usx
SS_mesh_CC_stairs_fireescape.usx
SS_mesh_CC_catwalk_grated.usx
SS_mesh_CC_window.usx
SS_mesh_CC_door.usx
SS_mesh_CC_door_double.usx
SS_mesh_CC_crane.usx
SS_mesh_CC_conveyor_belt.usx
SS_mesh_CC_crusher.usx
SS_mesh_CC_fence_chain.usx
SS_mesh_CC_beam_metal.usx
SS_mesh_CC_ beam_wood.usx
SS_mesh_CC_light_indoor.usx
SS_mesh_CC_light_outdoor.usx
SS_mesh_CC_pipe_small.usx
SS_mesh_CC_pipe_medium.usx

Factored
Machinery
Conveyor Belt
Pumps
Rails
Steam Vent
Doors
Stairs
Ladder
Laptop
Security Tape
Data CD
Blueprints
Crate

MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX
MAX

several different types of industrial machinery
converyor belt
several different types of industrial pumps
rails for trim
steam vent for deco and trigger
Standard and wide doors for factory
Metal stairs for inside factory
Metal ladder for inside and outside of factory
Laptop mesh for capture
Security tape mesh for capture
Data CD mesh for capture
Blueprints mesh for capture
Crates for inside of factory

SS_mesh_FA_machinery.usx
SS_mesh_FA_conveyor.usx
SS_mesh_FA_pump.usx
SS_mesh_FA_rail.usx
SS_mesh_FA_steamvent.usx
SS_mesh_FA_door.usx
SS_mesh_FA_stairs.usx
SS_mesh_FA_ladder.usx
SS_mesh_FA_laptop.usx
SS_mesh_FA_securitytape.usx
SS_mesh_FA_datacd.usx
SS_mesh_FA_blueprints.usx
SS_mesh_FA_crates.usx

Textures
Asset Name
Character
Textures
Brain
Robby
Roger
Roxy
Invisibility
Jackson
Burberry
McBane

File
Type

TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA

Description

Clothes and skin texture for Robber "Brain"
Clothes and skin texture for Robber "Robby"
Clothes and skin texture for Robber "Roger"
Clothes and skin texture for Robber "Roxy"
Character texture swap for invisibility effect
Clothes and skin texture for Cop "Jackson"
Clothes and skin texture for Cop "Burberry"
Clothes and skin texture for Cop "McBain"

File Name

SS_tex_Brain.utx
SS_tex_Robby.utx
SS_tex_Roger.utx
SS_tex_Roxy.utx
SS_tex_Invisibility.utx
SS_tex_Jackson.utx
SS_tex_Burberry.utx
SS_tex_McBain.utx

Montoya
Tool Textures
Handcuffs
Stun Gun
Bean Bag Gun
Concussion
Grenade
Detonator
Proximity Detector
Flash Bang
Spring Shoes
Suction Cups
Bolas
Ammo Textures
Bean Bags
Spring Shoes
Stun Gun

TGA

Clothes and skin texture for Cop "Montoya"

SS_tex_Montoya.utx

TGA
TGA
TGA

Metal texture for Cops' handcuffs
Texture for Cops' stun gun
Texture for Cops' bean bag gun

SS_tex_Handcuff.utx
SS_tex_Stungun.utx
SS_tex_Bbg.utx

TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA

Texture for Cops' concussion grenade only
Texture for Cops' concussion detonator
Texture for the placeable proximity detector
Texture for the Robbers' flash bang
Texture for the Robbers' spring shoes
Texture for the Robbers' suction cups
Texture for the Robbers' bolas

SS_tex_ConGren.utx
SS_tex_ConDet.utx
SS_tex_ProxDet.utx
SS_tex_FlashBang.utx
SS_tex_SpringSh.utx
SS_tex_Suction.utx
SS_tex_Bolas.utx

TGA
TGA
TGA

Kevlar bag texture for the bean bag ammo
Metal texture for the spring shoes recharge
Wire and pin texture for the stun gun fire

SS_tex_BbgAmmo.utx
SS_tex_SpringAmmo.utx
SS_tex_StunFire.utx

UI/ HUD
Menu Text

TGA

Menu Graphics

TGA

HUD Graphics

TGA

Reticule Graphics

TGA

Font for the menu and loading screens as well as
all in-game text
Menu borders and decorations including loading
screens and briefings
Menu graphics and icons for the Cops' and the
Robbers' HUDs
Graphics for aiming reticule. Reticule turns from
red to white when target is acquired

General Particles
Tool Particles

TGA
TGA

Particles associated with steam, fire, and general
effects
Particles associated with tool use

SS_tex_GenParticles.utx
SS_tex_ToolParticles.utx

Level Textures
Slippery When
Wet
Brick
Ice
Marble
Rugs
Concrete
Wood
Street
Asphalt
Window
Snow
Stone

TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA

Tiling red brick texture for bank
Ice texture for skating rink
Tiling marble base and marble tile for bank
Rug texture for the penthouse
Base concrete texture
Base wood texture
Tiling street texture
Asphalt texture for building roof
Glass texture for building windows
Base snow terrain texture
Light colored stone for outdoor building

SS_tex_SWW_brick001.utx
SS_tex_SWW_ice001.utx
SS_tex_SWW_marble001.utx
SS_tex_SWW_rug001.utx
SS_tex_SWW_concrete001.utx
SS_tex_SWW_wood001.utx
SS_tex_SWW_street001.utx
SS_tex_SWW_asphalt001.utx
SS_tex_SWW_window001.utx
SS_tex_SWW_snow001.utx
SS_tex_SWW_stone001.utx

SS_tex_MenuText.utx
SS_tex_MenuGraphics.utx
SS_tex_HUDGraphics.utx
SS_tex_ReticuleGraphics.utx

Particle Textures

Walls
Floors
Ceilings
Trim

TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA

architecture
Various wall textures for inside buildings
Various floor textures for inside buildings
Various ceiling textures for inside buildings
Various trim textures for building architecture

ChemCo
Chemical
Brick
Rusted Metal
Metal
Warehouse Wall
Concrete
Wood
Asphalt
Windows
Ice
Snow
Skybox

TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA

Chemical pit's surface texture
Brick
Rusted metal
Metal
Warehouse wall texture
Concrete
Wood
Asphalt for rooftops and ground loading areas
Window used as visual
Ice surface for frictionless
Fallen snow
Overcast skybox used for whole map

SS_tex_CC_chemical.utx
SS_tex_CC_brick.utx
SS_tex_CC_metal_rusted.utx
SS_tex_CC_metal.utx
SS_tex_CC_wall_warehouse.utx
SS_tex_CC_concrete.utx
SS_tex_CC_wood.utx
SS_tex_CC_asphalt.utx
SS_tex_CC_window.utx
SS_tex_CC_ice.utx
SS_tex_CC_snow.utx
SS_tex_CC_skybox.utx

Factored
Brick
Grass
Floor
Walls
Ceilings
Objectives
Rails
Steam Vents
Pumps

TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA

SS_tex_FA_brick.utx
SS_tex_FA_grass.utx
SS_tex_FA_floors.utx
SS_tex_FA_wall.utx
SS_tex_FA_ceilings.utx
SS_tex_FA_objectives.utx
SS_tex_FA_railing.utx
SS_tex_FA_steamvent.utx
SS_tex_FA_pumps.utx

Machinery
Ladder

TGA
TGA

Tillable brick texture for outside of factory
Outdoor grass texture
Various floor textures
Various wall textures
Various ceiling textures
Textures for the 4 objectives meshes
Texture for the railing mesh
Metal and grating texture for steam vent mesh
Texture for the pump meshes
Unwrap textures for the various machinery
meshes
Texture for the ladder mesh

Asset Name
Walk
Run

File
Type
UKX
UKX

Crouch
Jump Forward
Jump Back
Ledge Grab
Idle
Hit
Stun
Capture
Climb Ladder

UKX
UKX
UKX
UKX
UKX
UKX
UKX
UKX
UKX

SS_tex_SWW_walls.utx
SS_tex_SWW_floors.utx
SS_tex_SWW_ceilings.utx
SS_tex_SWW_trim.utx

SS_tex_FA_machinery.utx
SS_tex_FA_ladder.utx

Character Animations
Description
Walk: forward, backward, left, right, turn left/right
Run: forward, backward, left, right, turn left/right
Crouch: forward, backward, left, right, turn
left/right
Jump: start, mid, land
Jump: start, mid, land
Grab: grab, shimmy left/right, pull up, lower down
Idle stand
Hit: back, front, midair
Stun: concussion, flash, stungun
Robber captured by handcuffs
Ladder: entry, climb, exit

Package Name
SS_anim_Character

Climb Suction
Stun Fire
BBG Fire
Handcuffs
Bolas Fire
Throw grenade
Detonate grenade
Proximity detector

UKX
UKX
UKX
UKX
UKX
UKX
UKX
UKX

Asset Name
Stun Gun Bullet
BBG Bullet
Grenade Throw
Bolas Bullet

File
Type
UKX
UKX
UKX
UKX

Suction climb: entry, climb, exit (Robber only)
Firing the stun gun (Cops only)
Firing the BBG (Cops only)
Cop successfully uses handcuffs
Throw bolas (Robber only)
Throw concussion or flash grenades
Detonate concussion grenade (Cops only)
Place proximity detector
Weapon Animations
Description
Stun Gun projectile fire
Bean Bag Gun projectile fire
Throw arc for all grenades
Bolas projectile fire

Package Name
SS_anim_Weapons

Sounds
File
Type

Asset Name
Character-All
Movement-Stone
Movement-Dirt
Movement-Metal
Movement-Gravel
Movement-Wood
Movement-Grass
Movement-Snow
Movement-Ice
Movement-Water
Jump Land

Description

Package Name

OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG

Default Unreal sound for movement on stone
Default Unreal sound for movement on dirt
Default Unreal sound for movement on metal
Default Unreal sound for movement on gravel
Default Unreal sound for movement on wood
Default Unreal sound for movement on grass
Default Unreal sound for movement on snow
Default Unreal sound for movement on ice
Default Unreal sound for movement on water
Default Unreal sound for landing from a jump

Various Unreal sound packages

Jumping-All
Male Jump
Female Jump

OGG
OGG

Default Unreal sound for human male jump
Default Unreal sound for human female jump

Default Unreal sounds

Hurt-All
Male Hurt
Female Hurt

OGG
OGG

Default Unreal sound for human male injury
Default Unreal sound for human female injury

Default Unreal sounds

Character-Cop
Halt!
Arrest

OGG
OGG

Broadcast to over radio when Robber spotted
Spoken when Cop arrests Robber

SS_sfx_Halt.uax
SS_sfx_Arrest.uax

Character-Robber
Busted!

OGG

Spoken when Robber arrested

SS_sfx_Busted.uax

Tools-Cops
Handcuffs

OGG

Metallic click when handcuffs are used

SS_sfx_Handcuffs.uax

StunGun
BBG
Concussion
Grenade
Concussion
Detonator
Proximity Set
Proximity Triggered

OGG
OGG

Electric crackle of stun gun firing
Heavy "whumph" of compressed air

SS_sfx_StunGun.uax
SS_sfx_BBG.uax

OGG

Loud explosion similar to a hand grenade

SS_sfx_ConcGren.uax

OGG
OGG
OGG

Double click of detonator being pressed
Double beep of proximity detector arming
Siren alarm of proximity detector triggered

SS_sfx_ConDet.uax
SS_sfx_ProxSet.uax
SS_sfx_ProxTrigger.uax

Tools-Robbers
Flash Bang
Spring Shoes
Suction Cups
Bolas
Invisibility

OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG

Sharp crack of flash bang detonating
Comic "sproing" sound
Soft "popping" sounds synchronized to climb
"Whooshing" sound like low-RPM prop movement
Soft wind sound audible only to affected Robber

SS_sfx_FlashBang.uax
SS_sfx_SpringShoes.uax
SS_sfx_Suction.uax
SS_sfx_Bolas.uax
Unreal adrenaline "invisible"

Environment
Steam
Fire
Water Drip
Wind

OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG

Various Unreal sounds

Indoor Ambience

OGG

Outdoor Ambience

OGG

Hissing steam from a pipe
Various fire sounds from small to large
Water dripping from a surface
Wind on various surfaces
Various indoor ambient sounds (electrical,
mechanical, etc)
Various outdoor ambient sounds (traffic,
electrical, mechanical, nature, etc)

In-Game Sounds
Stolen!
Got it!
APB
Time Remainng
Cops Win
Robbers Win

OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG
OGG

Police Dispatcher alerts of an item stolen
Robbers informing each other of theft
Various alerts issued by Dispatcher for Cops
Time warning at 2 minutes, 1 minute, 30 seconds
Broadcast when Cops win a round
Broadcast when Robbers win a round

SS_sfx_Stolen.uax
SS_sfx_GotIt.uax
SS_sfx_APB.uax
SS_sfx_TimeRemaining.uax
SS_sfx_CopsWin.uax
SS_sfx_RobbersWin.uax

Menu
Cursor Movement
Selection
Bad Selection

OGG
OGG
OGG

Default Unreal sound for cursor movement
Default Unreal sound for menu selection
Default Unreal sound for faulty menu selection

Default Unreal Sounds

Asset Name
Level01 Music
Level02 Music
Level03 Music
Win Music
Lose Music

File
Type
OOG
OOG
OOG
OOG
OOG

Music
Description
In game music for level 1
In game music for level 2
In game music for level 3
Music for the winning team
Music for the losing team
Technical Assets

Package Name

Asset Name
Player Class

File
Type

Cop
Robber

UC
UC

xPlayer

UC

xPawn

UC

Description
Controls all Cop players. Derived from xPawn
class
Controls all Robbers. Derived from xPawn class
Extension of the standard xPlayer class to handle
mod specific functions
Extension of the standard xPawn class to handle
mod specific functions

File Name

SS_script_Cop
SS_script_Robber
SS_script_xPlayer
SS_script_xPawn

Tool Class
xWeapon

UC

xAmmo

UC

Handcuffs

UC

Stun Gun

UC

BBG

UC

Extension of the standard xWeapon class that
handles mod specific tools
Extension of the standard xAmmo class that
handles mod specific tools
Tools activated on collision with Robber class
player. Causes Robber to respawn
Controls firing of stun gun. Most likely a
modification of the lightning gun primary fire
Controls firing of the BBG. Most likely a
modification of the Flak Cannon secondary fire

SS_script_xWeapon
SS_script_xAmmo
SS_script_Handcuffs
SS_script_StunGun
SS_script_Beanbaggun

Concussion
Grenade
Flash Bang

UC
UC

Spring Shoes

UC

Controls throwing and detonating of concussion
grenades. Primary fire is place grenade.
Secondary fire is detonate
Controls throwing of flash bang
Controls effects of spring shoes on player's jump
height

Invisibility
Inventory
BBG Projectile
Concussion
Projectile
Flash Bang
Projectile

UC
UC
UC

Controls Robber's ability to turn invisible. Most
likely an extension of the invisibility adrenaline
combo
Controls the tracking of player inventories
Controls the firing arc of the bean bag projectile.

SS_script_Invisibility
SS_script_Inventory
SS_script_Beanproj

UC

Controls the throw arc of concussion grenades

SS_script_Concgrenade

UC

SS_script_Fbproj

Ammo Pickups

UC

Controls the throw arc of the flash bangs
Placeable actors for each ammo pickup type.
This is an extension of the Pickup class

SS_script_Concussion
SS_script_FlashBang
SS_script_SpringShoes

SS_script_Ammopickups

Game Scripts
Game Rules

UC

Game Mode
Mutators
HUD

UC
UC
UC

An extension of the Unreal gamerules class that
handles the specific mod rules
An extension of the Unreal gamemode class that
handles the mod's new gametype
Script that handles various level mutators
Script that draws and updates the in-game HUD

SS_script_Gamerules
SS_script_Gamemode
SS_script_Mutator
SS_script_HUD
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